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Scientific Quest for Truth

Paradigm

Materialism



Incompleteness Theorem (by Göthel)

For any system, there will always be statements which are 
true, but are unprovable within the system. 

Such fact can be judged only at higher dimension. 

Paradigm shift is unavoidable



Water Memory - Paradigm of 21st century 

Quantum science came from the trial to explain the unexplainable 
fact, black body radiation.

Modern physics focus only on particle. 

21st century needs New Paradigm beyond Materialism. 

New Paradigm begins from the fact which cannot be explained by 
current paradigm, 

Water Memory!



Benveniste first proved water memory scientifically
Benveniste designed efficient 

method to monitor basophil 
degranualation using 
decoloration of  toluidine 
blue

Blue color disappeared by 
binding with anti-IgE
(degranluation)

However,  degranulation did 
not decrease as anti-IgE
diluted by succussion, 
showed wave-like pattern.Confirmed by double blind test 

(Inflammation research, 2004) 



Vitamin C(material) Vitamin C(bio-
resonance)

1 3
10-3 3
10-5 5
10-7 6
10-9 1
10-11 0
10-13 4
10-15 2
10-17 1

Water memory with bio-resonance 

Wave-like pattern like that of Benveniste



Information Transferring Device

Information of substance could be transferred to various media 
(water or ceramic ball)



Inhibition of IL-6 expression with water memory

Chungkookjang is a traditional Korean fermented soybean extract
Chumgkookjang and peptide H in Chungkookjang shows strong anti-inflammation effect.
Water to which information transferred also showed anti-inflammation effect



Mineral Reduced Water (MRW) is 
hydrogen rich alkaline water produced by 
ceramic balls mainly composed of magnesium (UM)

MRW shows anti-oxidant and immunity boosting effect
MRW shows anti-diabetic and anti-cancer effect

Information of P53 was transferred to UM
UM produces MRW with P53 information

Mineral Reduced Water (MRW) with P53 information 



Effect of P53 information on cancer proliferation   

UM to which information of P53 transferred showed very stronger anti-cancer effect than MRW 



Effect of P53 information on Apoptosis



Inhibition of P53 information on Metastasis



In vivo imaging of cancer cell



DNA wave by Montagnier

Nobel laureate Montagnier and colleagues showed 
that DNA polymerase could recognize  wave part of 
HIV transferred to water and produce new DNA 
copies using PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction).

Proved that DNA wave imprinted to water was   
physical entity recognizable by DNA polymerase 



Water Memory was proved scientifically, 
by  Benveniste, Won Kim, Montagnier….

Science behind water memory?

CD (Coherent Domain) traps EMF
EMF could be measured in CD of water 
EZ (Exclusion Zone) could be CD..

EMF and CD absolutely necessary?
What kind of wave is trapped in CD?



Phantom DNA

Phantom DNA lasts a month.



Phantom leaf by Kirlian photography!

There is an entity of the matter existing as a field 
with certain 3D structure: 3D wave or Chi (氣)



Considering the size of 
molecule and cell, 
possibility of colliding for 
two molecule is so low 
(almost impossible).

Signal transduction could 
be initiated by the 
interaction with wave of the 
substance: 3D wave

DIGITAL BIOLOGY



Benveniste used white noise as a vehicle for digitization



Digitization for visualization 



Effect of digitized 3D wave of P53 on cancer cell proliferation

How printed 2D shape could induce biological reaction?



Rotating Electromagnetic Wave

Plastic UN card shows the same pattern with UM, 
which appears only in natural rock  



UN CARD (Healing Energy in Korean)

Digitized 3D wave of any drug, cytokine, hormone could be expressed in any 2D space.

P53 expressed in card functions like P53 to human.

Science behind digitized 3D wave expressed in 2D space?



Einstein: 
Light is particle (photon)
Speed is confined to C

De Broglie: 
Every particle has a wave (matter wave)

Duality



Pilot wave 

Faster than C (Eisberg, R. M. 1961)
Interacting with environment
Exist as hidden variable (not detectable)



Any material with mass cannot reach the speed of C.
(Special Relativity: Einstein)

• Anything faster than C should have imaginary mass 
→ Imaginary matter

• Imaginary  matter could form 3D field→3D wave
• Energy is needed to reduce entropy
• 3D wave forms Information without putting energy

Light faster than C?



Dirac sea of vacuum 
-Vacuum is full of particles with imaginary mass

The Dirac sea is a theoretical model of the vacuum as 
an infinite sea of particles with negative energy. 
The positron, the anti-matter counterpart of the electron, 
was conceived of as a hole, well before its experimental 
discovery in 1932. (Wikipedia)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antimatter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electron_hole


2D shape of digitized hormone printed on card commands 
imaginary space in a holographic way
to form the field of 3D wave of the substance 

Hologram is a characteristic of imaginary space

Life itself is a interaction between the part and the whole,  
which is hologram

Holographic Universe
How printed 2D shape could induce biological reaction?



Physical matter & Imaginary matter

Water memory

Every physical matter has  a corresponding imaginary matter
which exists as a field with 3D structure →3D wave (Chi 氣)

3D wave could be separated from matter
by physical stimulation, such as violent shaking in homeopathy
or electrical stimulation

CD and EMF are not absolutely necessary for water memory
Aromatic ring generates EMF 
EZ water shows delocalized electron 
EMF measurement is a characteristic of CD
CD or EZ water may be helpful for maintaining water memory

→ Water memory



Dopamine and L-DOPA
Serotonin and Prosaic

3D wave of the substance contained in water or card
could pass BBB (Blood Brain Barrier) 
No need to bypass

3D wave is effective and safe



Analogue type water memory and digitized 3D wave

3D wave of any hormones, cytokines, drugs could be directly transferred 
to various media (water or ceramic ball) 
→ analogue type water memory

3D wave of the substance could be digitized and expressed in 2D space
various application is possible (card, wall paper, cloth, & electricity)
→digitized 3D wave



Digitized 3D wave  modulated  to Electricity
(UL: Healing Electricity in Korean)



Effect of UL(Healing Electricity) to Mobile phone

NORMAL MOBILE PHONE MOBILE PHONE
WITH UL

IMMUNITY 18 -17 22
BRAIN 18 -10 19
PINEAL GLAND 19 8 19
PUTUITARY GLAND 19 8 19
HORMONE BALANCE 19 8 19
CANCER 18 10 19

Data suggest that mobile phone could be even used for healing purpose

Measurement of bio-resonance



Effect of UL to Brain wave

BRAIN WAVE WITHOUT UL             BRAIN WAVE  WITH UL

Brain wave is stabilized while watching computer monitor.
Computer and TV could be used for healing purpose



Temperature of Mobile phone (i-phone4S)
after 30 minutes of continuous use

charged with normal electricity                 charged with UL



Reduction of Electrical Usage of House by UL
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Characteristic of UL

• Mobile phone give you good feeling and do not heat even after long usage. 
• Relieves shoulder pain and blood congestion of eye while watching computer 

monitor. 
• Brain wave is stabilized while watching computer monitor or TV. 
• Food made by electrical cooker tastes better and freshness maintained longer.  
• Cooling system gives you good feeling.
• UL works as electricity saver. 
• 3D wave of the drug, hormone, cytokine could be contained in UL. 
• Every electrical device could be turned into healing device.



Two kinds of Light
Light forming matter : E=MC2

Particle and Wave are the other side of coin
Both are in the physical area

Light leading to relation and life? (faster than C)                 
3D Wave (imaginary field of the substance)
4D wave (imaginary field making relation)

‘Let there be light, there was light’ (Genesis 1:3)

Which one is the first? 



• Science of 3D wave or traditional Chi is regarded superstitious, as it
cannot be explained by current paradigm based on materialism.

• Phenomena due to imaginary matter and 3D wave indeed exist in
reality and are already used in various area.

• Healing with water memory and 3D wave is effective and safe.

• Investigation of the water memory and 3D wave will not only
lengthen horizon of the science, but also benefit human society.

• 21st century should be an era of new scientific paradigm
beyond materialism

New Paradigm beyond Materialism 



Thank You

UN Healing Energy is being generated from the background. 
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